‘Making an Impact’ is entering its 100th episode today. This article series aims at spreading awareness about the various developmental policies adopted by Kudumbashree. By sharing information about our activities, we also desire to make more convergences possible. Further, we hope that this would remain as a detailed document on the various activities/policies/projects/programs of Kudumbashree Mission. We are also able to make improvements in the policies and in implementation based on the feedback and creative criticism received as comments here. On completing 100th article, let me thank all our readers once again for extending support and motivation.

Let me once again introduce the crew behind ‘Making an Impact’ Article. Chaithanya G Retheesh is editing articles written by me (in Malayalam). She is responsible for selection of photos and correction of datas. Credits to English translation goes to Manjari Asok. Sreebal
Neyyattinkara publicizes the articles through our website and ensures the coordination. Arun S is our designer, and he is doing the page layout (for enlisting these articles in website as PDF document). All the published articles are uploaded in the link:
http://www.kudumbashree.org/pages/183#edpage-tab-7

We are not stopping here. We envision to continue this article series which shares the innovative ideas and best models implemented by Kudumbashree Mission. We look forward to your further feedback and support from all of you!